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Serendipity brought together a creative group of cancer sufferers with a strong will to live. They fasttracked a cure that uses a skin gel and a handheld lamp. The medicine in the gel has been used for 60
years, and after thorough assessment was approved by the Russian authorities in 2016. The group
turned it in a home-based protocol for cancer. It’s an immunotherapy akin to vaccination. Now, every
cancer patient can cure herself and feel immediately reassured by a sensation in their cancer dubbed
“Cancer Fever”.
In July 2016, after ten years with incurable prostate cancer and half a year with a stomach metastasis
preventing him eating, Wim Huppes brought a remission on himself. His instinct was to go fast and
accept pain; the benefit was immediate and he ate his first enjoyable meal in a long time. Patients have
shown benefits at all speeds. For
example, one also went fast. Two
went for an intermediate
approach and feel better with
their cancers under control. A
further two used it for short
periods in combination with
radiation and chemotherapy and
found a much-improved response.
With the speedometer on 7, see
Figure 1 – Trust Your Instincts,
treatment lasts around three
hours a day over several weeks. The patient controls the speed in response to her feelings of heat and
pain in her cancer. Compared to chemotherapy, this therapy leaves patients feeling healthy and able to
continue a normal life.
Epoluthon is not really new and has been laying hidden in plain sight since the 1960’s. The skin gel
evolved from a medicine containing the aluminum that is commonly used in vaccines. A specialist
Russian dye company invented a blue aluminum coat that works with red light as an immunotherapy for
cancer. Following tradition, after thorough safety studies in rodents, they pushed it into the medical
world. It remained hidden because the doctors wrongly classify the aluminum coat as chemotherapy
and never explored the immunisation strategy. Still, they obtained significant cancer regression in a
staggering 92 percent of patients, but with a five-year survival rate close to zero. They still use it as a last
resort in combination with real chemotherapy, radiation and other therapies such as vitamin C.
It’s crazy that after 60 years, hundreds of patients, site visits from fundamental scientists from the USA
and France, they seem clueless as to the way it works. However, American and French biologists
confirmed the Russian findings. Biologists do understand the superiority of the vaccination strategy and
the Americans even attracted risk investors to create a profitable patent. So far, they failed and the
aluminum medicine didn’t find a place in Western guidelines. The excuse is that translating biological
research into medical practice is high risk for vulnerable patients. The 600 billion a year revenues from
chemotherapy are at risk.
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Biology is Fundamental
The science behind Epoluthon is older than 60 years. In the 19th Century, the immunological effect of
the light brought about by its electromagnetic property was already understood. Two hundred years
later the medical elite still denies that electromagnetism is fundamental to medicine. The biology of
electromagnetism lies outside their frame of thought, insistent as they are on chemotherapy.
The biology of electromagnetism tells us that photons coming out of the aluminum hit electrons on the
hairs of the immune cells, change their electrical charge and thereby bend them, thus kicking the
immune cell into action. The light of the lamp amplifies the immune response in the femtometre
(thousand-millionth millionth meter) sized world understood by biology. The lamp delivers intense
nanosecond bursts of highly energetic photons at the optimal wavelength to travel through the body to
the cancer. The incoming photons behave as an electromagnetic wave. The wave travels through the
immune cell, changes its electrical charge and activates it. The aluminum based immune therapy
promotes self-healing.
Cancer Biotechnology
House is drama, portraying him as “super doctor” who thinks his way to a cure. In reality, the medical
elite holds legal control over the guidelines, enslaving doctors. The elite book of spells casts biology as a
business for fruit flies. The elite makes doctors appear to sit on pedestals with wizards hats, putting
guideline “Know-Your-Place” curses on cancer patients.
Biology shows how cancer establishes control over vital aspects of the immune system and enslave it
into producing cancer growth factors. Guidelines do very little about that. The bestselling
immunological drug in the
guidelines is the
pharmaceutical company
Merck’s pembrolizumab
(anti-PD1). It unlocks 1 of 64
system locks (PD-1) set by
cancer. An approach that
uses keys to unlock the
immune system views it as
inactive, see Figure 2 –
Comparison of Inactive and
Active Treatments. Pembrolizumab does not drive growth of the immune system, stands no chance to
win the numbers game, and is overwhelmed by the burden of the tumour. However, pembrolizumab is
patentable, profitable and guaranteed of a place in the guidelines.
That cancers lock the immune system is a biological truth. Frighteningly, cancer also changes the DNA
scaffold (chromatin) of the immune system to block its attack. The immune system needs to overcome
all these hurdles and become fully active. To win a numbers game it needs to grow. We humans are
relatively large animals and by the time a cancer is detected it is already contains ten thousand million
cells. The reactive part of the immune system is at least a hundred times smaller. Epoluthon gives the
immune system a ticket to entry in the numbers game. The ticket simultaneously opens all the locks and
activates the DNA of the immune cells. This forces the immune system to grow a million times faster
than cancer, catch up in the numbers game and win.
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Putting Patients in Control
Cancer fever of the immunotherapy, brings the cancer under control so that patients immediately feel
better. When the speedometer is at maximum, the size of the cancer doubles as measured by a scan or
physical examination. It doubles the measured tumour markers (e.g. PSA). These are routine
measurements allowed by the medical elite. Doctors understand that they should provide these
measurements that reassure and prove a cure. You might expect that the sophisticated biotechnology of
Epoluthon would be eye wateringly expensive and only available in a university hospital. However, it is
affordable and can be simply used at home.
The creative group of cancer sufferers targeted a radical solution outside of the framework of
chemotherapy. The result is a non-toxic immunotherapy. Its curing process feels like a bad flue. The
group developed, tested and defined a clinical protocol for the solution. The protocol has milestones
and simple measures that provide fast feedback to track progress. It helps patients decide the preferred
speed and adjust to the body’s pain and temperature/fever response of the cancer that can be
measured with a smart phone.
Most patients prefer a self-healing path to be followed in the home environment. The self-healing
protocol keeps them safe by explaining what to do when problems occur. Epoluthon comes with an
instructional chart that can be attached to the fridge door. Most primary cancers and metastasis are less
than 10 cm when in the doctor’s opinion they become incurable. Treatment at this stage is safe and
within control of the patient. At 10 cm, the location of the cancer hardly ever causes severe problems.
For instance, it is very rare for a cancer of this size to have eaten into a large artery.
The problems associated with larger cancers have been solved. The protocol addresses the burden
placed on the immune system by larger cancers. The main point is that the speedometer must be set at
an intermediate or slow speed. A cancer sitting in a difficult place such as the brain, lung bronchia or a
main gall bladder duct necessitates special measures determined by the scan.
Patients can speak directly with the experts of the core development team to obtain guidance. They are
a self-help community happy to discuss their experiences with new patients. Epoluthon comes with a
package of support services.
Medicine as a Biotechnological Service
The group is a learning organisation with an extensive professional network. The approved Russian
sensitiser is impure. The most creative force in biochemistry today is China. They worked out how to
manufacture a pure form. The Chinese produced a batch in an FDA approved laboratory in the USA. The
pure product was imported into Germany via an approved process and subsequently formulated into a
pharmaceutical drug under the German Law “Eigenherstellung von Arzneimitteln”. The Law gives
Germany a fast track in applied biotechnology. The law stands on the fundamental human ‘right to life’,
is an example to the world and allows patients the use fast-tracked medicines globally.
The group has limited financial capacity and based the R&D of the light on LED technology. A light that
induces an immune response it not medical according to the law. Japan and China are the leaders in LED
R&D. Japanese engineers working in an American robot-laboratory created an LED meeting the groups
specifications. A research subsidiary of Philips in the Netherlands integrated an LED array with computer
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control. The array gives 500 nanosecond bursts at 100 Watt that to ensure the immune cells in the
cancer are soaked in light and activated.
The clinical protocol developed by the group of cancer sufferers used every lamp exposure to step by
step improve protocol, drug and lamp to balance a strong effect with minimal side effects. The protocol
includes mechanisms to break the immunological response when necessary. It also includes a chelation
process to clear the drug from the body after cure.
Together the gel, light and clinical
protocol are the basis of the
Epoluthon Immunising Light
Therapy for Cancer. Along the way
the group created an innovation
strategy for medicine fit for the
21st century, See Figure 3 Medicine as a Biotechnological
Service. Over time the group will
use feedback from patients to
provide enhanced services. An
obvious next step is to evolve clever neural networks of medical imaging machines so that they can
differentiate between cancer and immune cells, seen as cancer fever.
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